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Introduction

1. A permanent function of the Community is
to make it possible to bring about change when
it is needed, If we are to succeed in this today,
we must work out an industrial development
strategy linked to the measures proposed in the
fields of energy and research,

For this reason, the Community s role in the

development of Europe s industry is a central

theme in the current discussion on the future of
Europe prompted by the May mandate, The
industrial strategy of the public authorities, like
that of the major companies and industrial
complexes, must now be formulated with a
complexity, a breadth of scope and a time-span
which in Europe are feasible only at Com-
munity level. The aim must be to recreate a cli-
mate of confidence that will encourage innova-
tive and expansionary investment, both by the
major industrial groupings and by the small
and medium-sized businesses, whose contribu-
tion to the creation of productive employment
is well known. This confidence must be shared
by governments: as they try to restore balance
to public finances , they must show more prac~
tical faith in the growth potential that can be
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released by business s capacity for innovation

rather than rely on taxation, which stunts this
capacity,

The strategy must be in line with the prelimi-
nary draft fifth medium-term economic policy
programme.

The crisis has shown that European industry,
faced with the same challenges as its trading
partners, has found it more difficult to adjust to
the changes taking place in the world. In parti-
cular, the Community s overall industrial per~

formance is not as good as that of the USA or
Japan,
The Community s share of world exports in
manufactured goods is declining while the
USA' s share remains steady and Japan s is
increasing, Excluding energy products the trade
surplus of the USA and Japan is increasing
while the Community surplus remains more or
less static,

The major problem facing European industry is
that productivity growth has slowed down,
largely as a result of inadequate productive
investment. As a result, competitiveness in

European EconomyNo9. July 1981.
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Europe as measured by unit labour costs dec-
lined in relative terms between 1960 and 1980
according to calculations by the US Depart~
ment of Labour which show that unit labour
costs increased in the seven largest countries of
the Community by an average of 8 . 7% per year
compared with 7, 4% in Japan and 3. 9% in the
USA.

Trends in the manufacturing gross rates of

return confirm this relative decline in the over~
all productivity of all factors of production.

Lastly, European industry s loss of competitive-
ness has meant a loss of potential employment:
over the last decade, the number of jobs in
Europe increased by 2 million compared with
5 million in Japan and 19 million in the USA.

It is very difficult to identify the causes of the
EEC's poor industrial performance: in the first
place they are manifold, and secondly it is very
easy to mistake effects for causes and thus
make the wrong diagnosis.

For this reason , the Commission, supported by
Parliament's Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs , has started a detailed study
of the competitiveness of European industry: it
will be available by the end of the year and will
help identify both the weaknesses and the
strengths of industry in Europe.

Even though this study has not yet been com-
pleted , the information available to the Com-
mission already shows that the Community can
make a real contribution to industrial expan-
sion and that this contribution cannot come
from any other source.

What will this contribution be? Can the EEC in
the 1980s give its industry the kind of funda-
mental impetus that it did in the 1960s now that
the economic context is one of a world in crisis
and in a political and social climate which has
been marked by the basic choices of society
which would be difficult to call into question?

The answer is yes. A Community strategy which
aspires to this end should ~rive, f9r

e renewed growth through increasing prod-
uctive investment, because without growth pos-
itive adjustment will not be possible;

e the establishment of a European industrial
continuum, with specific incentives for the

development of our industry.

The need for a European response

2. When the common market was set up in
1958, European industry was given a new
framework in which to develop: it was given an
objective customs union; a timetable ten
years; and a strategy international competi-
tiveness.

This Community framework, which was .cer-
tainly a change in the established order and
which for industry might have been a leap in
the dark, turned out to be the springboard for
an unprecedented industrial boom in the Com-
munity.

But times have changed. In a world of increas-
ingly fierce competition, change becomes 

once more necessary yet more difficult and the
authorities are called upon to intervene more
and more in order to bring it about.

For instance, industry in the USA, which
already enjoys the advantages of a continental-
scale market, can count on large, particularly
defence-related, public contracts. In Japan , the
strategy of the main industrial groups is worked
out within a planning framework based on con-
sensus between government and industry.

In Europe, intervention on the market by the
public authorities is as least as substantial , if
not more so. But its effectiveness is undermined
by two factors: it is sporadic; and it carries the
ever-present risk of fragmenting the Com~
munity market. It is all the more important to
improve the effectiveness of direct action by the
public authorities to help industry in view of
the many historical , geographical and political
constraints on industrial development that
elude control.

Thus because Europe has not been able in time
to make the qualitative changes which would
have allowed it to act in concert, it is perma-
nently on the defensive in the face of American
and Japanese strategy. Europe is no longer call-
ing the tune; Europe no longer leads the way.
Its responses are impirical and ad hoc; and
because they are taken to be a reaction rather

than action, often lay themselves open to the
charge of protectionism.

There is an urgent need for the Community to
take a fresh lead by proposing a framework for
a European response. This response must be
renewed growth, which alone will persuade
businessmen and workers to accept the need for
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change; and the arena will of necessity be
Europe s internal market, which is the greatest
asset that Europe can give its industry.

Pressing the European market one important
step further towards internal unity, thereby reaf-
firming its separate identity vis- iI-vis the outside
world, will help to restore confidence. We must
once again see the common market as an
opportunity for European industry. That is the
thrust of the Commission s document on the
internal market.'

Secondly, confidence can be signalled by reviv-
ing productive investment, which is the only

way of making a European industrial strategy
credible: for it is in the first place the task of
companies themselves to bring about the indus-
trial reinvigoration of Europe.

It is therefore the companies themselves that
must be reassured and convinced: as far as
industrial policy is concerned, the Community
has no task more urgent or more important than
this.

I Bull. EC6- 19Xl.pl1inls 1.1.6 and 2. 1.1 I.
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Reviving productive investment

3. Our industrial base cannot be modernized
without growth,

But it must be decided which component of
demand exports or domestic demand, con-
sumption or investment the Community is to
take as a basis for growth that will nurture the
renewal of our industrial base, both as regards
new manufacturing techniques and the
development of new products and services.

In the past, growth in the EEC was largely
export-led: exports expanded at the same rate
as world trade. Over the last few years, world
trade has been slowing down and it is unlikely
that we shall again see the like of the boom in
the 1960s; neither is Community industry as a
whole in the best position to take advantage of
an upturn in world demand, should one occur.

For since 1978 the share of the world market
held by European products has been decreasing
and a gap is growing between the growth in
world demand and the growth in Community
exports.

+--..;

120

The EEC in world trade (1970 = 100)



In the face of this trend, which denotes a

decline in Europe s competitiveness , the Com-
munity must take action to exploit all the possi-
bilities provided by international trade, even if
they.are more limited than in the past:

e The Community must re-emphasize that pro-
tectionism is a dead end for Europe: it is an
absurd contradiction to predicate Europe
economic expansion on a growth in world trade
and at the same time to hinder trade on its own
market.

if Conversely, the Community should insist
that its industrial trading partners match its
own contribution to the smooth functioning of
the system according to GAIT principles. This
is a matter of the domestic macroeconomic pol-
icies of these countries and the opening up of
their markets. It could also mean taking meas-
ures in concert with our partners along the lines
of the OECD agreement on steel , which guar-
antees solidarity between the Community and
the other producer countries in restructuring the
industry, or the Multifibre Arrangement for tex-
tiles.

if Finally, the Community has special responsi-
bilities vis-a~vis the developing countries where-
by it stimulates their internal growth, which in
turn provides direct spin-offs in the form of
orders for capital goods,

In fact, the Community will find the springs for
the growth it is looking for both in the streng-
thening of competitiveness and in the expan-

sion of its own internal demand. The nature of
this additional internal demand still has to be
defined.

As the twin aims are to create more jobs which
can generate wealth and at the same time to

combat inflation , productive investment must
be both the engine for industrial revival and its
secure basis , since it not only creates additional
demand but also helps to improve productivity.
The Commission recommends that priority be
given to productive investment, first of all in
industry but also in the major supporting
infrastructures.

revival based on consumption, especially

public sector consumption, would not offer the
same advantages. It is therefore better to wait
for consumption to rise as a result of the
improvement in general productivity, whether
this leads to higher incomes or a drop in the
real prices of consumer goods.

Stimulation by means of investment will do
more to help industrial redeployment if enough
of this investment is directed towards:

. new technologies which aim primarily to
improve productivity;

It activities which tie in with the priorities set
by the Community; such as energy and research
and development, or activities connected with
environmental protection, which also directly
create jobs,

Investment of the first type helps to improve
and modernize the industrial employment base
by increasing overall productivity in the econ-
omy, Its job creation impact occurs only with a
time lag as sales , particularly exports, increase
following improvements in competitiveness.
Investment of the second type has a more
immediate effect in creating new jobs.

Investment must be directed to upgrading both
the human and financial resources of compan-
ies and the quality of the technologies to which
they have access.

The common feature of this type of investment
is that it generally has to be at the initiative of
the public authorities; when necessary, they
should be in a position to provide finance and,
to do so , they should be able to recast fiscal
policy so that the requisite resources are trans-

ferred from consumption to investment, in such
a way as to avoid stimulating inflation.

Energy

The first essential for energy is investment to
secure supply and conserve energy.

It is unrealistic to think we can create a climate
favourable to productive investment if we do
not make this vital effort to guarantee the
independence and security of the economic
environment.

The Commission recently published its conclu-
sions and proposals on this matter. ! The Coun-
cil's reply will be a credibility test of the deter-
mination of governments to work towards the
revival of the Community s industry-

1 Pages 7 to 20 of this Supplement.
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Between now and 1990 the Community should
invest an amount of between 500 000 million
and 750 000 million ECU to diversify its
sources of energy and to save energy.

Research and development

Owing to budgetary difficulties , almost all the
Member States have cut down on government
funding for R&D at the very time when finan-
cial conditions in the business world have com-
pelled many companies to restrict their own
expenditure. In its analysis of R&D in the
Community, the Commission found that, hav-
ing regard to both the scale of research require-

ments and the resources available, efforts are

too scattered, supply does not match demand
and the effectiveness of what has been done is
very uneven.

The priorities selected for Community research
should be made more relevant to both present
and future industrial requirements, and com-

panies should have readier access to the
research findings.

The Commission feels that it is essential to
encourage projects which are long term and
already foreseeable and to ensure that essential
industrial sectors such as chemicals and auto-
mobiles, which are undergoing major changes
have the technologies they need in good time
so that they can continue to be a source of

wealth and employment.

At the same time, a greater effort must be
deployed in the new technologies biotech-
nology, information processing, communica-
tions and automation.

In these fields, the Commission proposes to
launch a new long-term industrial R&D pro-
gramme: to develop European capacities for
the production of microprocessors and opto-

electronic equipment and for the transmission
management and processing of information.

In view of the pressure of international compe~
tition in the field of innovation, the Com-
munity must ensure that industrial R&D 
underpinned and enhanced by exploiting the
advantages offered by the European dimension

advantages of scale (markets), industrial
application (innovation) and the breadth of leg-
islative provisions (standards , etc.

1 Pages 21 to 32 of this Supplement.
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The Community must also intervene to encour-
age the attainment of objectives of common
interest, to fill dangerous gaps and where
necessary to facilitate technological ventures
which are an industrial gamble.

The Community must also step in when
national resources are on too small a scale to
support technological programmes, and 
make sure that smaller Member States are not
left at a disadvantage and that regional imbal~
ances are not created,

Innovation

A sound technological base is a necessary but
not sufficient condition of industrial develop-
ment. The Commission recognizes this and has
spelt out in detail all the factors which deter-
mine the behaviour of companies and society
as regards innovation. t

The tax and financial conditions pertaining to
high-risk investments must be improved. Busi-
ness leaders must be given the chance to tryout
innovations which are not yet on the market

for example by means of pilot projects. The
economic environment

, '

both general and as

codified in legislation , also has a major influ-
ence on the vast majority of companies , which
owing to their limited size , are little affected by
specific measures.

Regional measures must be stepped up to
improve infrastructures, the availability of
information and the support framework for
companies in the structurally weaker regions.
The recently proposed changes to the Com-
munity regional policy accommodate this
objective to a considerable extent)

New consultation machinery must also be
introduced to facilitate a common approach to
development strategies for certain key technol-
ogy sectors.

By these means, in sectors where the European
dimension offers greater scope for effective ac-
tion, the Community will be able to promote
cooperation among companies active in key
technologies and to support initiatives based on
the new technologies.

The Commission has set up a round table 
representatives from the European information

1 Pages 33 to 41 of this Supplement.
2 OJ C 336, 23. 12. 1981 : pages 57 to 61 of this Supplement.



technology industries asa forum for this indus-
try, The Commission and the industry together
discuss the responses that are needed to the
strategies of its major competitors and the sup-
port which the Community could give to these
companies in research, standardization, new
product and service development and so on,

The Community should also be able to give
direct assistance through adequate financial
aid, similar to the Commission proposals for
microelectronics, and indirect assistance by leg-
islative measures to foster cooperation among
European producers to enable them to catch up
and even regain the leadership in the develop-
ment of products and services which have a
strategic impact on the whole of European
industry,

Training

The Commission considers that training and
management conditions as they affect company
employees can have a major influence on their
performance in terms of productivity, innova-
tion and investment and so on. There is cer-
tainly much more to be done in this field, and a
leaf could be taken from the book of our princi-
pal competitors.

The Commission intends to expand its role in
this area through the European Social Fund
and its training and education policy. ! It is
obvious that ultimately the security of indus-
trial employment depends on training, and that
the Community cannot allow the shortage in
certain skills to be yet another bottleneck, on
top of the many constraints already in exist-
ence.

External investment

The growing trend towards the internationaliza~
tion of investment means that non-European
companies are investing and creating jobs and
added value in the Community.

Similarly, European companies should be able
to invest outside the Community for the follow-
Ing reasons:

lit international investment leads to the sub-

sequent expansion of the international markets
in components , services and capital goods;

1 Bull. EC 10- 1981 , point 2. 1.50.

lit it is the best means of voluntary industrial
cooperation, promoting the development of
countries which may become major trading
partners, such as China, the ASEAN and OPEC
countries;

lit it is an important way of strengthening our
relations with the developing countries;

lit the taking over of companies can open up
access to the technologies required.

More particularly as regards developing coun-
tries , three objectives should be pursued:

to secure Europe s supply of essential raw
materials. This means a renewed emphasis on
investments in the extractive industries so as 

escape from dependence on competing indus-
trialized countries, It also means establishing
contractual relations with the raw materials
exporting countries which would include sup-
ply agreements;

.. 

to overcome the obstacles to the penetration

of Third World markets and to offset our price

competitiveness handicap by a policy of trans-
fer of technology and the establishment of
industry, whether this takes the traditional form
of direct private investment of association with
State-financed industrial development mea-
sures. Here too stable relations between the
Community and the countries concerned are a
condition for success;

e in the context of the adjustment of our indus-
trial structures to develop consultations and
exchanges of information on the developing
countries ' industrialization policies and pros-
pects , in order to exploit the opportunities for
industrial cooperation , specialization and sub-
contracting.

External support measures

Compared with its principal competitors , Euro-
pean industry is undeniably handicapped on
international markets by the fact that financial
support and other measures to assist firms are
taken in a national framework without any con-
certed action at Community level.

At present the Community as such has virtually
no instrument for promoting either exports or
external investments. Certain practices, for
example as regards the financing and indivi-
dual insurance of exports, have sometimes

4/81



turned out to be an obstacle to closer coopera-
tion on the international market among Euro-
pean firms.

The Commission considers that the Community
cannot continue to hold aloof from export
policy, which quite rightly appears in the Treaty
(Article 113).

An effort must therefore be made to identify
the weaknesses of European industry caused by
the dispersal of effort in export and external
investment policy, with a view to a tighter coor-
dination of national instruments within the

Community framework and, where this can and
ought to be done, to the introduction of Com-
munity measures.

Supporting investment

The investments referred to so far are essential
for the modernization of European industry:
but they will not be sufficient to ensure a revi-
val on a scale that will have a large enough
impact on employment. Accordingly, the gov-

ernments, exercising strict discipline in their
budgetary options, must release the resources
needed to develop investment in the major
infrastructures which create a large-scale
demand for industrial products , such as steel
railway equipment and water engineering
equipment, and which will draw the various
parts of the Community closer together.

Such projects, many of which are eligible for
Community financial aid, besides directly
creating employment, also strengthen European
industry s general ability to capture major inter-
national contracts.

Implementation of the Community s industrial
strategy therefore requires the adoption by the
Council of the Commission s specific proposals
for energy and research. This is both a condi-
tion for success and necessary if the strategy is
to be credible.

It is also essential to do away with the obstacles
standing in the way of productive investment,

But, as the aim is of course to expand Euro-
pean industry in a way that will create produc-
tive employment in the Community, we must
be certain that it will indeed be European com-
panies that will effectively and in the first place
benefit from this set of measures.

S. 4/81

This means that the Community must create
through all its policies, a European industrial
continuum with a built-in element of prefer-
ence for European companies.

Towards a European industrial
continuum

4. In the 1960s the reduction in national
levels of protection by the abolition of customs
duties was offset for companies by a European
preference in the form of the Common Cus-
toms Tariff.

This European preference has now declined as
the CCT duties have fallen. In any case, owing
to the increasing relative importance of non-tar-
iff barriers to trade maintained or introduced by
the Member States, market unity is not al1 that
it should be,

As a result, companies that venture into the
European market by setting up organizations

on a European scale do not find the huge conti-
nental market that they expected where econ-
omies of scale would compensate for the draw-
backs of moving out of the immediate sphere of
their country or countries of origin. Further-
more, the company organized on a European
scale is often treated with suspicion by govern~
ments reluctant to afford it the benefit of their
various industrial policy instruments: financ-

ing, R&D aid, public contracts, norms and stan-
dards, etc, Thus, for a company to organize
itself on a European scale, which ought to be a
considerable asset in the common market, in
fact turns out to be a handicap.

The Community must therefore, as part of its
attempt to unify its internal market, be able to
grant such companies concrete advantages in
the European context.

This can be done through three types of meas-
ures.

A European industrial continuum

The internal market

As already pointed out in the introduction , the
internal market is the very basis for a European



industrial continuum, The Commission s pro-

posals to strengthen it! must therefore be given
priority in European industrial strategy. The
most important of these proposals are:

Reciprocal notification in advance by govern-
ments of proposed rules which would create
barriers to intra-Community trade; this will
help to prevent and deter national protectionist
measures.

Technical norms and standards fixed at
national level can stop companies launching
long-run production lines from the outset, and
can prevent small and medium-sized firms from
supplying nearby markets on the other side of
frontiers. Rather than trying to harmonize them
after they have been set, it would be much more
efficient and logical to set new norms and stan-
dards for the whole of the Community from the
outset. This would give Community industry a
sounder foundation by providing a unified
market, thereby giving Community producers
preferential access to the Community market.

So that products can be designed directly for

the single market, the Commission , in a propo-
sal for a Council Decision 2 asked the Member
States to take all measures necessary to ensure
that departments responsible for establishing
technical rules and standards institutes cooper-
ate closely to prevent the creation of barriers to
trade. Priority in the establishment of norms
and standards gives European industry an
advantage over its competitors.

The promotion of norms and standards for a
larger market, and even for the world market
may turn out to be advantageous for European
industry in sectors where it is in a relatively
strong position.

Company law and taxation systems in the
European Community which encourage the
creation of European industrial entities facili-
tate their activity in the common market.

The Commission s proposals in this area should
be adopted immediately.

Non-discriminatory access for all European
companies to research activity carried out
jointly in Member States with government aid.

1 Bull. EC 6- 1981. points 1.1.6 and 2. 1.11: Bull. EC 10- 1981.
point 2. 1.9.
2 OJ C 253 1.10. 1980.
3 OJ C 39, 22. 1969; OJ C 253, 5. 11.1975: OJ C 103,
28.4. 1978; Supplement 4/75 Bull. Ec.

The Commission will pursue its endeavours to
ensure that Article 7 of the EEC Treaty is re-
spected , i.e. that no discrimination by Member
States based on company nationality is
allowed.

Competition rules

Where application of national and Community
competition rules is concerned, assessment of
the dominant character of a company s position
on a market, whether national or Community,
must take into account where necessary the fact
that this market exposes the company to actual
or potential competition from imports both
from other Member States and from outside the
Community, on the understanding of course
that the rules on free trade are correctly
observed.

State aids are exceptions to the free play of the
market. The Commission authorizes them only
in cases where they serve regional or sectoral

development objectives covered by the Treaty.
This means that they must help to make enter-
prisescompetitive enough to operate without
aid within a foreseeable period. Consequently,
aid to sectors in difficulty must be accompa-
nied by the effective restructuring of the firms
in these sectors. Greater stress must be put on
the contribution of aids to restructuring, which
is a requirement covering the whole common
market. However, the Commission favours the
granting of aid for developing advanced tech-
nology sectors that will promote both innova-
tion and research and development.

Preferences with regard to public
procurement

Public procurement is becoming an increas-
ingly vital element of national industrial strate-
gies, The sealing off of national public-sector
markets is a threat to the unity of the market
that will get worse unless the growth of the
public sector in the Member States is accompa-
nied by the opening up of public contracts.

Opening up of public contracts is by no means
easy. Governments are reluctant to use their
own taxpayers' money to make purchases
abroad; and nationalized industries, particu-
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larly where they enjoy a preferential status as
suppliers , are jealously concerned to hold on to
their captive markets, an important factor in
their profitability.

Opening up public contract markets in a cli-
mate of crisis is even more difficult, if only
because of the relative size of the public defi-
cits , which more than ever weigh upon the sti-
mulation of industrial activity in the country.
Moreover, it is hazardous suddenly to expose
protected companies to international competi-
tion.

Until now the Community has therefore opted
for very gradual progress in this area, despite
the salutary effect in the medium term of such
liberalization.

However, the disadvantages of restricted public
procurement, especially in advanced-technol-
ogy sectors where the national market is in
most cases too small , are becoming more and
more obvious: as a result, the time has come to
take a firm step towards opening up these con-
tracts, This could in certain cases be done more
easily if the exclusive powers of the public
authorities and national agencies were to be
handed over to a European body that would
develop a supply policy, or if there were Com-
munity-level consultations between national
authorities.

There is one strategic area where there is scope
for making such a quantum leap: telecommuni-
cations. For reasons of efficiency and cost in

which technological constraints play an essen-
tial part, new products and services , particularly
space communications and integrated numeri-
cal networks , must be designed from the outset
at least in a European perspective, and not
even restricted to the geographical area of the
Community. A European public agency for
coordination and application of these new
products and services is thus both necessary
and possible.

Preferences given by the Community
in its own actions

Coherence of Community policies

In pursuing its horizontal policies and in using
its own financial instruments, the Community

4/81

must stimulate the development of European
companies.

The Community has a range of policies - com-
petition

, .

environment, R&D, standardization

financial instruments, trade policy each of
which has a bearing on industrial development.
The Commission is aware that it must run
Community policies coherently, to facilitate
structural adjustment to the constraints and
demands of international competition, the
energy crisis and technological change. For the
iron and steel industry this is explicit in the
special provisions of the ECSC Treaty. In other
areas the Commission must facilitate the reali-
zation of objectives defined at Community
level by means of a consensus on objectives
and methods between the national administra-
tions and industry.

The position adopted by the Commission on
the motor vehicle industry! is an example of
this. The Commission, on its own initiative
presented an exhaustive analysis of the situa-
tion and set out to apply all the relevant poli-
cies on a concerted basis.

The Community already has a range of instru-
ments for financing investments. In the view of
the Commission it is essential to increase their
already appreciable contribution to bringing

about the basic conditions for a more rapid
adjustment of Community industry. In order to
achieve this, priority must continue to be given
to loosening the energy constraint, and greater
priority accorded to the financing of projects
undertaken by small and medium-sized com-
panies, including those in high-technology
areas.

The Community as a public service

As a public service the Community must, when-
ever its own needs so require, take action to
encourage European industry to develop new
products and services , with the aims of:
e giving producers a European frame of refer-
ence;
.. helping to fix European norms and stan-
dards.

Three examples from the field of information
technology show the value of such pilot
schemes:
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Industrial data banks

With the help of the national telecommunica~
tions authorities, the Community has intro-
duced the Euronet system, which enables any
user with access to a suitable terminal linked to
the telephone network to interrogate intercon-

nected data banks, The tariff for the service is
based not on distance but on interrogation
time, Le, whether the user calls from Milan
Copenhagen or Belfast he pays the same price.

Euronet could serve as the support for a new
Community initiative to provide information to
governments and companies on market trends
and changes in Community industrial struc-
tures.

Today an increasingly critical factor in the
industrial strategy of governments and com-
panies, from large groupings down to small
companies, appears to be the rapid availability
of statistics on industrial activity. At the
moment, for example, the market shares held
by the Community clothing industry are known
only up to 1979: but these market shares are an

essential item of information for the prepara-
tory work for renewal of the Multifibre
Arrangement.

For the benefit of all potential users , the Com-
munity ought to set up data banks and indus-
trial performance charts and facilitate access to
them via Euronet or in other ways. In addition
to the benefit to users, this action by the Com-
munity would open up numerous outlets to
equipment manufacturers and to public and
private producers of data banks.

The CADDIA experiment!

The rapid availability of external trade data is
an important requirement for sound industrial
decision-making. At present, these data are still
mainly collected by hand at frontier posts and
centralized processing at national level involves
substantial delays ranging from several months
to several years depending on the information
required, The CADDIA experiment, which is
being sponsored by the Commission in associa-
tion with the customs authorities of the Mem-
ber States, seeks to change this situation by
developing an integrated Community system of
computerized data collection.
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This system will also process the data arising
from the management and financial control of
the agricultural market organizations.

Interinstitutional information system
(INSIS)l

The Community is currently examining, in con-
junction with the telecommunications authori-
ties and others, the development and use of
new information technologies in order to pro-
vide the Community institutions with advanced
facilities for communication between them-
selves and with the national administrations.

When this interinstitutional information system
(INSIS) becomes operational, users will be able
to converse directly by means of machines;
communication facilities such as the upgraded
telephone, the electronic message system and
electronic mail , teleconference, rapid facsimile
transmission electronic data storage and
retrieval , videotex and direct data-based access
will enable information to be obtained easily
and to circulate rapidly.

Information will be transmitted between the
participating institutions via public networks.
In order to meet the needs of INSIS users , the
PIT should be induced to speed up the instal-
lation of the integrated-facility European
numerical network.

INSIS will provide European industry with the
opportunity to develop new products and ser-
vices which will give it a lead over its American
and Japanese competitors even in their own
markets.

Guaranteeing coherence and
continuity

5. Every examination of the driving forces
behind industrial investment reveals that the
security and confidence of the entrepreneur is a
decisive factor. It is therefore important for the
Community to be seen by economic operators
as the guarantor of coherence and continuity in
the evolution of their political, economic and
social environment. Accordingly, the Com-
munity must explain the principles of its
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actions as clearly and precisely as possible, It is
by means of the medium-term economic policy
programme that the Member States and the
Community should give company heads the
information they need on policy directions in
general and on economic policy in particular. It
is in this context that the Community must
keep constantly under review the outlook for
and the results of industrial policy measures
implemented by the Member States and by the
EEc. The Economic Policy Committee
attended for the purpose by representatives of
the Ministers for Industry, could serve as a
forum for discussion between the national gov-
ernments and the Commission,

At the same time the necessary consultations
with industrialists and the trade unions should
be organized, in appropriate form , on the prob-
lems posed by industrial policy.

Conclusions

6. By setting up the common market and the
customs union in 1958, the Treaty of Rome
offered companies a new field of action where
national frontiers were pushed back to the bor~
ders of the Europe of the Six. The free move-
ment of persons and goods was intended to
bring about an ever-increasing integration pro-

cess.

This process has , however, been progressively
slowed down by the fragmentation of the inter-
nal market due to growing public intervention
in the national economies , which , if it results in
markets being closed off against each other

again , could be dangerous for the Community,
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This trend, which has discouraged the creation
of European companies and groupings, has
weakened our industry s ability to meet the
challenges posed by the present crisis, In order
to retain the benefit of limited national protec-
tion, companies in an increasing number of sec-
tors have been deprived of the advantage of
access to a large market,

This trend, with all its implications for the
employment situation, must be halted,

The alternative proposal put forward by the
Commission offers every chance of breathing
new life into European industry if govern~
ments , companies and trade unions can again
find the courage to operate throughout the con-
tinental market.

The first requirement is a concerted effort, in a
Community framework, so as to ensure coher-
ence, to revive productive investment, notably
by pursuing European energy, research and
innovation policies and by developing financial
instruments to further them, The aim here
would be to win back the confidence of inves-
tors by launching this revival by means of deci-
sive action.

What is especially important, however, is to
press the internal market into a further impor-
tant step on the road to integration by making it
a genuine European industrial continuum, but
with an element of Community preference in
cases where industrial development involves
the participation of the public authorities, as in
the field of technical standards and public pro-
curement.

The Commission expects the national govern-
ments to engage in a thoroughgoing discussion

of these proposals. It is ready to fuel this dis-
cussion, both by providing further information
and specific suggestions for action, provided
that the Council for its part prepares itself to
take in good time the urgent decisions which
European industry needs,


